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On July 20-23, the Workgroup on Religious Women in the European Middle 

Ages held a conference at Schlossakademie Schloss Dhaun in Hostetten-Dhaun, 

Germany.  The theme of the conference was Religious Women’s Spaces of Knowledge in 

the European Middle Ages.  The group is organized through a collaborative effort of 

German and American scholars, with funding from the Alexander von Humboldt 

Foundation and the Historisch-Kulturwissenschaftliche Forschungszentrum  (Research 

Center for Historical and Cultural Scholarship) at the University of Trier.  In addition to 

American and German participants, the organizers brought together scholars from 

Belgium, France, Italy, the Netherlands, and Switzerland, presenting work on religious 

women in a wide range of geographic contexts in continental Western Europe.  

Some important themes that emerged from the presentations and discussions at 

this conference included the intellectual life and creative activities of religious women; 

their engagement with economic and civic matters; and connections to the outside world 

through networks of exchange with other monasteries (within and across orders), with 

devout lay men and women, and with their families.  The presenters addressed 

methodological issues related to the often-sparse nature of surviving evidence and 

questioned some assumptions that earlier generations of scholars have made about the 

nature of religious women’s lives.   

 The conference began with an introduction by the organizers – Alison Beach, 

Letha Böhringer, Sigrid Hirbodian and Gisela Muschiol. On the first evening, there were 

two keynote talks that explored the creative and intellectual activity of nuns.  In Sarah 

Poor’s presentation, “Women Making Sense with Books: Anna Eybin and the Sister 

Catherine Treatise,” she addressed the role of women in production of vernacular 

religious literature.  Using the example of Anna Eybin, prioress of the Augustinian 

convent of Pillenreuth in Nürnberg in the late fifteenth century, Poor raised questions 

about how we interpret the creative and intellectual work of the women who engaged in 



the production of texts.  Eybin participated as an organizer and as one of eight scribes 

from at least three convents who cooperated in the production of a compilation of saints’ 

lives and other devotional texts, found at Freiburg im Breisgau.  She also acted as sole 

scribe, editor and translator of the “Sister Catherine Treatise,” a fourteenth century work 

in the form of a dialog of spiritual instruction between a Dominican lay sister and her 

confessor.  Eybin translated back into German a Latin translation of the original German 

text.  In the course of this work, she changed some elements of the text and inserted 

commentaries throughout.  Poor suggests that Eybin’s work in these texts shows her 

taking an active role in the creation of these texts that can be categorized as authorship.   

Anne Winston-Allen (“Enclosure and Exchange: Envisioning Manuscript Illumination in 

Medieval Women’s Cloister Scriptoria”) spoke about women serving as painters and 

illuminators of manuscripts and analyzed iconographic elements of these works.  

Winston-Allen finds evidence of exchange of manuscripts among women’s communities, 

within and across religious orders.  Some production of manuscripts was driven by the 

need for new liturgical texts in monasteries that had joined the Observant movement.  

Nuns also made books for laywomen, sometimes as a way to earn money to support the 

community.  Winston-Allen is developing a database of manuscripts illuminated by 

women, along with methods for determining which manuscripts should be included in 

this category.   

In a session focusing on Politics and Society chaired by Sigrid Hirbodian, 

Sabine Klapp examined the influence of family ties and regional allegiances in the 

convent of St. Stephan in Strassburg.  Following the death of the abbess in 1437, a 

conflict developed over succession to the office, with two candidates having important 

supporters.  While the bishop and the Council of Basel threw their weight behind Menta 

von Rathsamhausen, the majority of canonesses backed Anna von Wattweiler and 

mobilized their family networks to gain the support of the emperor, the city of Strassburg 

and the cathedral chapter of the city.   While the conflict might be cast in terms of reform 

and resistance with Menta being the candidate representing reform from the Council of 

Basel and Anna representing resistance to reform, further investigation demonstrates that 

the main cleavage follows regional lines.  This conclusion is supported by the patterns of 

domestic groupings that are discoverable through an investigation of the convent’s 



inventories and other sources, demonstrating that over generations, nuns from the same 

families and regions tended to live close together within the monastery walls.   

Jonathan Lyon followed with a paper on “Religious Women and their Siblings during the 

Staufen Period.” Lyon examined the dynamics of relationships between religious women 

and their lay relatives.  In contrast to their married sisters, these women usually remained 

near their family homes.  They could engage in mutual assistance; for example, one 

abbess was able to help her widowed sister gain protection from her in-laws, while in 

other cases lay siblings could help their religious sisters gain the office of abbess.  Other 

times, the intervention of siblings was unwelcome.  In the case of Richardis, a nun in 

Hildegard’s monastery at Bingen, her brother, Archbishop Hartwig, seems to have 

cooperated with their lay sister to arrange to have her appointed abbess and to pressure 

her to take the office they had gained for her.  Sophia of Hungary provides an example of 

a royal woman who decided to remain in the convent where she had been awaiting her  

marriage after her betrothal to a German duke fell through. She resisted allowing her 

brother, King Geza II, to arrange another marriage and relied on the intercession of the 

Archibishop of Salzburg to convince her sibling to allow her to remain in the religious 

life.  Anneke Mulder-Bakker (“Domestic Ascetic Households, Communities of 

Discourse, and the Social Career of an Urban Widow: The Case of Lady Gertrude of 

Ortenberg”) discussed the activities of Gertrude of Ortenberg and her companion, Heike 

of Staufenberg, who lived a religious lives outside of a beguine community.  Gertrude 

was a wealthy widow who undertook a live of poverty and Heike was a woman with a 

theological education who, among other things, attended sermons by Meister Eckhart and 

reported back on them to the community of lay women with which she and Gertrude 

lived.  Gertrude decided to move to Strassburg, where she became involved in the city’s 

civic life, urging peace in the conflict between the nobility and the guilds and helping to 

negotiate the formation of a government in which both factions shared power.  Gertrude, 

Heike and their community demonstrate the possibilities for intellectual and civic 

engagement among lay religious women. 

The next session, chaired by Sabine von Heusinger and Maria Magdalena 

Rückert, centered on Economy and Power.  Julia Bruch spoke on “Economic 

Organization in Cistercian Nunneries,” drawing on the account books from the convent 



of Kaisheim’s visitation of her daughter houses in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.  

These sources give insight into the structure of monastic offices as well as the role of lay 

brothers as procurators and masters of the grange.  They also can be used to learn about 

the population of these convents and the economic activities that supported them.  

Christian Stadelmaier  (“Economic Activity at the Monastery Place: The Monastic 

farmyard as the center of the owner-farming of Cistercian nunneries in the later Middle 

Ages”) used documents of practice, administrative sources and plans of the monastery 

and its landholdings to investigate patterns of farming by the personnel of the monastic 

community, in contrast to tenant farming.  Using the German Cistercian nunneries of 

Gunderstal (in Freiburg im Breisgau) and Nordshausen (in Kassel) as case studies, he 

examined the kinds of agricultural activities that these communities pursued and how this 

influenced patterns of land use.  Finally, he discussed the extent to which the products of 

monastic agriculture were used by the nuns for their own sustenance or were sold at 

market to produce income.  Paul Trio (“Late Medieval Houses of the Modern Devotion in 

Flanders: How to Survive”) spoke on Flemish women’s communities associated with the 

Devotio Moderna that took a middle way between beguine-type communities and 

enclosed nunneries, drawing income from both textile work and dowries.  Though they 

did not always achieve the ideals of poverty they espoused, they undertook this way of 

life as a conscious choice.  Letha Böhringer discussed methodological issues related to 

the study of religious women, highlighting problems in the survival and editing of 

sources.  At the dissolution of many monasteries in 1800, many economic charters were 

kept, but documents relating to the religious life and internal organization of convents 

were destroyed.  Scholars who compiled and edited collections of documents focused on 

those that related to illustrious families rather than attempting to represent women’s 

monastic life, which some compilers denigrated as frivolous.  Even though there are 

many questions related to women’s religious life that will be difficult to answer, detailed 

archival work will be necessary to allow scholars to achieve a more nuanced and 

complete view of religious women’s lives. Following these presentations, Annette Kehnel 

responded to the papers and led a roundtable discussion. 

Next, Ulla Bucarey chaired a session on Education and Theology. Fiona Griffiths 

(“’Like the Sister of Aaron’: Medieval Religious Women and Liturgical Textiles”) drew 



attention to textiles as a means by which religious women communicated their ideals to 

male clergy. Textile depictions of the Ladder of Virtues show monks and priests 

succumbing to temptations such as lust and gluttony.  On the other hand, some textile 

gifts to individual clerics and to churches can also be seen as means of highlighting the 

presence of holy women at important moments in Christ’s life and death and to show 

themselves as liturgical actors. Griffiths presented evidence that male clergy who 

received these gifts understood these messages.  In her paper “Migrating Nuns? Liturgy, 

Learning and Reform in Late Medieval Convents,” Gisela Muschiol focused on the 

transmission of liturgical forms associated with the reform movements in the fifteenth 

century.  Nuns from reformed convents transferred from one monastery to another and 

brought new learning and practices with them.  Muschiol followed the movements of 

Observant Dominican nuns and religious women in the Bursfeld and Windesheim 

congregations.  She argues that knowledge of these movements of nuns is important to 

the study of the reform movement, which cannot be understood through analysis of 

liturgical texts alone. In her assessment of evidence for educational activity and 

expectations for learning in German convents, Erika Lindgren (“Sensual Encounters: 

Monastic Women and Spirituality in Medieval Germany”) discussed the challenge of 

answering many questions about the lives of religious women.  Despite investigating 

many kinds of sources such as Sister-Books, liturgical manuscripts, devotional texts and 

sermons, and monastic regulations from nine Dominican convents, she notes that it is 

difficult to get a good sense of nuns’ literacy in Latin and the vernacular and what forms 

of education might have been common in women’s monastic communities.  Sister-Books 

provide some anecdotes about nuns who were perceived to be especially adept at learning 

or who had particular trouble remembering the liturgy.  In addition to scripture and 

liturgical sources, texts that were commonly available in nunneries include the works of 

St. Augustine, the Life of St. Benedict, the Golden Legend, and works by St. Bernard of 

Clairvaux.  In her talk on “The Ebstorf Mappa Mundi and the Educational Horizons of 

the Ebstorf Nuns,” Katharina Mersch analyzed Ebstorf’s Mappa Mundi, a parchment of 

nearly thirteen square meters that included numerous textual references, images of 

buildings, geographical features, and images of humans and animals (both real and 

legendary).  She compares the information on the map to other sources of knowledge 



available to nuns at Ebstorf and at other monastic houses, finding that these sources 

demonstrate not only Biblical and liturgical knowledge, but also Church fathers, the 

Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, the Imago Mundi of Honorius Augustodunensis, 

Jerome’s commentaries, the Mystic Ark of Noah by Hugh of St. Victor, and Boethius’ 

Consolation of Philosophy.  Alison Beach and Eva Scholtheuber provided commentary 

on the papers and led a roundtable discussion.  

In a session chaired by Hildo van Engen and Jasmin Hoven focusing on “Order 

and Way of Life,” Cristina Andenna (“Sancia of Naples: A Participant and Interpreter of 

the Life of Franciscan Women in the Fourteenth Century”) analyzed the religious 

activities of Queen Sancia of Naples, who founded Clarissan monasteries in first half of 

the fourteenth century and shaped the religious life of those convents through an 

articulation of normative expectations.  In founding the monastery of Corpus Christi, she 

introduced the Rule of Innocent IV and established a community of friars attached to the 

convent.  However, in her second foundation, Santa Croce, she chose the Rule of Saint 

Clare and sought papal approval for the monastery to observe strict poverty, not only 

individually but also communally.  In both of these cases, she instituted norms for 

Franciscan women in keeping with her understanding of Franciscan origins and the 

model established by Clare herself.  In a paper titled “Viriliter Age: Gendered Identity 

and Construction of the Self in the Late Medieval Reform of the Carthusian Virginity 

Consecration Rite,” Tom Gaens discussed a controversy over regional variations in the 

consecration ritual of Carthusian nuns, especially regarding the liturgical symbols that 

were bestowed on nuns as part of this ritual.  Though the southern European Carthusian 

convents invested new nuns with conventional symbols of the veil, ring and crown 

(conveying their status as brides of Christ), the northern convents of the order added the 

stole and the maniple, which were associated with clerical orders of subdeacons and 

deacons, respectively.  Marginal notes in liturgical books suggest that nuns sometimes 

wore these symbols during mass and read the epistles and the Gospels, as men in the 

diaconal ranks would have done.  Gaens suggests that these divergent forms of 

consecration may have emerged during the Great Schism, when northern convents such 

as Bruges and Gosnay were separated from southern Carthusian convents by lines of 

papal allegiance.  In addition, the maniple and stole were symbolic of the suffering and 



yolk of Christ, which may have appealed to nuns influenced by the Modern Devotion.  

Next, Mila Svec Goetschi (“Stabilitas versus instabilitas: the limited space of a 

monastery and the escape into the world) investigated circumstances under which nuns 

left their original monastery, either as transfers to another house or as apostates.  Women 

were less likely to abandon their convent than their monastic brethren, who had more 

opportunities to travel and had a wider variety of means support themselves outside of the 

monastic life.  A study of supplications to the papal court for release from monastic vows 

shows a variety of reasons given for this request.  Some had been coerced into monastic 

life to begin with, while others left due to war and turmoil or unwanted reform of their 

convent.  Comparison of papal supplications with evidence from local archives suggests 

that nuns who had been happy in their religious life but were resistant to change from 

reform may have been reluctant to give this reason for their request to leave the religious 

life.  Another implication of this research is that monastic superiors were expected to 

have significant knowledge of canon law and monastic procedures for dealing with 

apostasy.  

A final session, chaired by Stefanie Seeberg and Susan Marti, involved the 

discussion of Art and Architecture.  Alexandra Gajewski (“Liturgy and Commemoration 

in French Cistercian Convents in the 12
th

 and 13
th

 centuries) argued that in the past, 

students of monastic architecture have tended to focus on the simplicity of women’s 

monasteries and churches, and have favored study of men’s communities that can be seen 

as architecturally innovative.  Gajewski proposed that women’s monasteries were usually 

smaller structures compared to men’s churches, but were nevertheless complex and were 

also adapted to the use of religious women.  Despite problems with survival of evidence, 

archeological investigation comparing women’s and men’s monasteries, comparing 

monasteries across orders and over time can shed light on how the arrangement of 

monastic space shaped the lives and liturgical practices of religious women and push 

scholarship beyond assertions of the simplicity of women’s monastic architecture.  She 

used the monastery of Citeaux and the nunneries of Marcigny, Maubuisson and Le Lys as 

examples for comparison. In his paper on “Places of Memory between Earth and Heaven: 

Cistercian Abbey Churches and Dynastic Burial in the Low Countries,” Thomas 

Coomans investigated the building and use of monastic churches as burial sites for royal 



and noble men and women.  In the Cistercian monasteries in the Low Countries, he finds 

that both men and women were more likely to arrange for burial in women’s abbeys.  

After her husband’s death, Richardis of Wittelsbach became a Cistercian nun in the 

convent that her son founded at Roermond.  The church also became a memorial church 

for the counts of Guelders.  In Flanders and Hainault, Joan of Constantinople was buried 

in the nuns’ choir of the church of Marquetter, and her daughter, Margaret, built the 

abbey of Flines, which also functioned as a burial church.  Margaret and her daughter 

were buried in the nuns’ choir, as were many of their male relatives.  Relics from the 

11,000 Virgins were translated to this church, and excavations of the choir have found at 

least 80 skulls with crowns.  As such, Margaret and her family were surrounded by nearly 

100 choir nuns praying, along with the relics of numerous martyred virgins, 

demonstrating that the patrons valued the continuity of prayer of virgins in heaven and on 

earth. Stephanie Seeburg (“Divided Spaces of Knowledge, Images and Relics as 

Conveyer of Memory in the Premonstratensian Nunnery of Altenberg”) focuses on the 

memorial activities of the Premonstratensian nun Gertrud of Thuringia to commemorate 

her mother, Saint Elizabeth of Thuringia.  This included building a new church in her 

monastery in Altenberg/Lahn and furnishing and decorating the church with some of her 

mother’s relics, including an arm bone and contact relics such as a mirror, a ring, and 

some textiles woven by the saint.  She also commissioned depictions of her mother’s life 

in paintings and textiles.  The space of the church was arranged to allow pilgrims to visit 

the church while allowing strict enclosure for the nuns.  The reliquaries, textiles and 

paintings could be moved from the public to the cloistered areas of the church to allow 

both visitors and nuns to participate in the veneration of St. Elizabeth. In Susan Marti’s 

paper, “Shared spaces – Shared Knowledge? Art historical observations on mobile 

liturgical art works from Königsfelden,” she endeavored to recreate the monastic edifice 

and decorative program of Königsfelden, a church founded by Elizabeth and Agnes of 

Hungary as a burial monument to the murdered King Albrecht I.  This church was also 

the site of a large community of Clarissan nuns and a smaller house of Franciscan friars, 

all under the authority of Agnes, who led the communities without taking monastic vows.  

Using fragments of textiles and stained glass that remain from this community, she offers 

potential recreations of the design program of the church to give evidence for the nuns’ 



liturgical activity and knowledge of traditions, including iconography.  Physical remains 

of Königsfelden allow assessment of use of space, liturgical and iconographic 

knowledge, though the manuscripts of the community have been destroyed.  By contrast, 

another of Agnes’s foundations, the Benedictine double monastery of Engelberg in 

Switzerland, has extant manuscript and artistic resources, though the building itself does 

not survive.   A comparison of complementary written and architectural remains of the 

two double monasteries allows insight into Agnes’s decorative program and into the lives 

of the inhabitants of both communities.   

In closing, Hedwig Röckelein summarized the themes of the conference.  

Speakers presented research on a diverse array of forms of women’s religious life, 

including canonesses, nuns of several orders, double houses, and lay women in 

beguinages and in private homes.  They addressed ways that the material environment 

shaped monastic life and could also be a reflection of ideals and priorities of religious 

women.  Scholars examined women’s intellectual and creative activity, sometimes 

drawing on indirect evidence when direct evidence is sparse.  This investigation involved 

raising questions about how we identify anonymous texts and art as the creations of men 

or of women and what assumptions we make when we can identify the sex of the writer 

or artist. The papers presented also involved examination of religious women’s exchange 

with the outside world and migration from place to place, whether that movement was 

authorized as part of reform efforts or involved flight from the convent. Finally, 

Röckelein initiated a concluding group discussion with remarks on the interdependence 

of space and knowledge.   

 As demonstrated in these papers, religious women copied, translated, compiled 

and edited texts. They sought to shape monastic life through founding and providing 

normative guidelines for communities and they endeavored to influence their 

communities by serving as examples and by articulating civic ideals.  They engaged in 

artistic activity such as painting, illuminating manuscripts, weaving and embroidery.  

These visual sources demonstrated elements of their ideals and could be used to 

communicate those ideals to clerical officials and to lay visitors to their churches.  Within 

the constraints of enclosure (in many cases) and despite the need for religious care from 

priests and legal and economic representation by proctors, religious women worked to 



shape their intellectual and religious world and the physical spaces that surrounded them.  

Examination of previously understudied sources, reassessment of better-known texts and 

creative works, and continuing methodological advancements can help scholars of 

medieval religious women continue to learn more about these women’s lives.    

 


